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The Architects’ response to the evolving brief on this project was to 

provide deep, highly-serviced flat floors that maximise flexibility. 

They pushed the building enclosure up against the 3-dimensional 

envelope defined by the UD parameters, and optimised floor plate 

efficiency to ensure that all constructed space was effectively assignable. 

Synthesis of these actions located all vertical movement and 

services in a continuous 2.7 m wide perimeter void, between the 

external envelope and the floor plates. This results in an envelope 

as an integrated ‘wall and roof’ shell that is functionally, structurally 

and technically independent of the ‘building’ within it Extensive 

research identified concrete as the optimal technology and material 

combination to enable this. Concrete uniquely integrates structure, 

climatic envelope, thermal performance, build-ability in the Kimberley 

reality, and the final finish. 

A client-driven process to enable the early selection of a suitable 

builder for the project enabled real collaborative engagement to define 

optimal shuttering and staging technology, sequencing, concrete lifts, 

no remedial surface work to the concrete. As well as an acceptable 

consistent colour variation, programme optimisation, and cost that 

aligns with the explained budget equation. 

The aesthetic success is directly dependent on overall building form, 

openings in this form were defined with the Energy Consultant to 

achieve optimal climate and light-harvesting objectives. The relentless 

rhythm of the shutter lines and concrete lifts give proportion to the form 

in the most delicate way, like a fine pin-stripe suit: invisible from afar, 

precisely crafted from close-up. Specifically focussing on the objectives 

has resulted in the contractor delivering a highly refined, unmatched, 

consistently silky, off-steel surface finish. 
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